Maybe we weren't paranoid; Maybe they were out to get us:
Lessons from 40+ Years of Trying to Achieve Legitimacy for
Experiential Learning within Mainstream Academia.
Ann Withorn
This presentation is a response the challenge posed by the Slovenian
thinker Slavoj Zizek, in his 2008 book,. In Defense of Lost Causes:
"...an examination of failures confronts us with the problem of fidelity:
how to redeem the emancipatory potential of these failures
through avoiding the twin traps of
1) nostalgic attachment to the past, and of
2) all-too-slick accommodation to “new circumstances.”

The College of Public and Community Service (CPCS)was founded in 1972 with the
explicit goal of fully recognizing experiential learning as an integral part of the
learning/teaching/evaluation process. We were competency based, offered only written
assessments, not traditional ranked grades, and we built our whole curriculum and
pedagogy to be a model for radical adult higher education.
For much of its history the College was nationally and locally recognized, and accepted
by many university administrators for our "unique" contributions, -- even as we struggled
over how to handle the logistics of an "alternative model" for teaching, evaluation, and
active learning. Many of our faculty were recognized with university awards for
distinguished teaching, research and community service. Our graduates were
congressmen, mayors, state and local elected officials, non-profit community leaders.
Many past and current students were recognized for their union, community and social
justice activism.
We were different, but we felt valued as a special part of our urban, public
university.
After the mid-1990s, however, what we deemed to be our "legitimacy" began to fade, in
both direct and subtle ways. We were moved from our central downtown location, as our
building was sold, for $1.00 to be upgraded used as a charter school, with space for
private businesses. The publicly stated University priorities shifted so that "world class
excellence" pushed aside the original "urban mission" as the highest University purpose.
During this time faculty, students, alumni and community supporters organized but failed
to preserve the original goals, standards and spirit of CPCS, but we failed. After 2009,
the College as we envisioned or knew it was gone -- replaced by much smaller, upper
division, traditionally graded college within the bigger university -- with no alternative
curriculum or practice allowed. It is sad.
Now, former CPCS faculty, staff and alumni struggle to remember what we
accomplished, and to continue valuing what we were trying to do as pioneers in radical
experiential higher education practice. This task itself is humbling.
But. even more difficult, for some of us, is coming to face what we long avoided: the
depth of philosophical and political opposition to our entire effort, from the beginning.

Some of us are coming to understand that our project was more transgressive and radical
than we ever really acknowledged. We now can see that many, within our university and
in the broader academy and general polity, never really wanted us continue as we were -because we unapologetically broke too many rules of traditional academia. We were, as
one university speaker described us at one forum, "an experiment from the radical
Sixties" that did stop. We were no longer interesting, we were an embarrassment, and we
were not to continue into the 21st century era of triumphant neoliberal higher education.
In this presentation, I will
1) briefly summarize stories and documents that provide evidence of our
accomplishments and struggles as a model for fully realized adult experiential
higher education within a public university;
2) attempt to explicate the College's demise -- in terms both of how we failed
ourselves; and how much we underestimated the depth and breadth of the
opposition to our mission and practice; and
3) examine how the end of CPCS can be seen as part of the global neoliberal
transformation of higher education. We simply proudly broke too many rules and
could not be allowed to continue to exist as we were. We could not be officially
ended either, because to do so would demand an official rationale for our closure,
and an open debate about our radical legacy and its meaning. So we were
essentially "hollowed out," and left to take the blame, and blame ourselves, for
our "inevitable" decline in the face of "new realities."
My first hope is that, through discussing and questioning the CPCS story, today's
practitioners of experiential learning and teaching can come to better understand why it
remains so difficult just to develop our own models, much less gain anything like full
legitimacy for what we do within the academy. My assumption is that we all have to face
for ourselves, in our own institutions, the question asked at yet another forum:
"Who did we think we were? What made us think we could break every rule
about who should be admitted to University, how all their learning was to be
evaluated, to blur all the lines between teachers and learners, between prior and
current learning, and to challenge centuries old traditions of what constitutes
legitimate learning, teaching and accomplishment within a university?
What were we thinking? We must have been out of our minds...."
My second hope is that together, we can draw upon the wisdom generated from the
shared experiences of people at ICEL, and collectively face our common challenges and
still to "keep on keeping on," wherever we find ourselves. Despite how hard is, I know
that it is still worth it.
Ann Withorn, Ph.D. is long time anti-poverty activist and Professor of
Social Policy, Emeritus, at the College of Public and Community
Service, She was involved in the College from the beginning, assuming
as range of roles there at different times: Director of Assessment and
Experiential Learning , Acting Dean; Director of the Masters in Human
Services Program. Retired in 2013, she is currently working on a book,
long delayed primarily due to her despair over what happened to CPCS,
to be entitled "Who Did We Think We Were? Radical Higher Education
and the Neoliberal Imperative."

BRIEF SUMMARY OF LESSONS LEARNED FROM
THE CPCS "EXPERIENCE"
1. We should have been paying more attention as we went along and not just assumed
that others, within the college and the broader University just had to accept us as a given - we were in the original plans, we were established, so we reasoned. We underestimated
the opposition at many levels. People who opposed us, were waiting for us to "fail".
We should have presented our case more often, to new faculty/students and to
others in the University We knew this, and often said this, but didn't do it enough.
We should have done more on-going self assessment, of more than defensive
statements our "outcomes" re enrollments, visibility, successes of our faculty and
alumni. We should not have thought that the numerous internal and external
reviews which recognized our "special value" to the University and "unique
contributions" to an urban higher education mission would protect us.
We should not have been so quick to personalize the opposition --it was more
than individual "bad" provosts, chancellors and deans who didn't like us.
We were proudly not interested in "PR", but we should have cared more about
how we controlled our image -- and guarded it more carefully
2. The devil was often in the details of our model, not in the values and goals.. We often
interpreted opposition to our model has theoretical, or ideological -- often people in the
university (especially administrators) just didn't like us because we broke so many rules:
admissions, grades, adherence to standards academic processes and protocols. Maybe we
couldn't have won people over, but we didn't really try hard enough to explains, why we
were so different.
3. On the other hand, were really were increasingly a radical counter to every aspect of
the emerging neoliberal imperative. We should have worked harder to take this in, find
allies, and present a theoretical/political defense.
Not being able to win against this was one thing; not really facing the depth of the New
World Order's fundamental disrespect to what we represented was our fault. We really
were radical.

CPCS “model”
1973 - 2009

New, “normalized” CPCS
from 2010 on

College offers a full BA for experienced
adults with no requirements for formal prior
higher education or standardized test
results. Offers a range of degrees in a set
of public and community services fields
with instruction and evaluation usually
integrated between majors and general
education, and competency demonstration
is credited not courses.

College will only accept students with 60
credits of prior college work, completed
elsewhere or at UMB, to an “upper
division” college offering credited courses
in four pre-professional undergraduate
majors. Plans are being pursued for a
range of graduate programs and research
units relevant to public and community
service

Curriculum consists of approved, credited
“competencies” containing criteria that can
be demonstrated in a range of academic
and non-academic settings, through
independent or class work.
Evaluation is narrative, with no
standardized grading. Students may
demonstrate several competencies in one
course or other learning experience.

Curriculum consists of approved courses
in four majors, some minors along with
some additional courses required for all
CPCS students and open to other UMB
students.
Evaluation is done by traditional grades in
each course, earning 3 credits per course.
Only rare independent study credits
maybe earned, and must be graded.
Some courses may be pass/fail.

Adults with experience in the world of
public and community service, as workers,
clients or activists are the desired student
body. It is assumed that students will bring
their experiences in the demonstration of
competencies, within or outside of courses.

Any student of any age with 60 credits
may enter if they can explain their interest
in CPCS majors.
Faculty may try to recruit adults be cannot
say we are an adult college.

Students may make individualized plans for students will be expected to make
completing the degree, with no time
appropriate, standardized academic
restraints on either end of the spectrum -- progress, and may be unable to continue
because we recognize the complexity of
if a GPA is too low.
adult lives.
Faculty could be from a wide range of
professional and academic backgrounds.
Non traditional learning settings are
encouraged and need no prior approval.

Historical Note:

Faculty may be from a wide range of
professional and academic backgrounds,
but course requirements will be more
standardized and any alternative sites or
methods will have to be submitted along
with course outline and bibliography for
governance approval.

CPCS model

Normalized CPCS

Many staff (who are often CPCS graduates}
play major roles in advising and helping
students plan and demonstrate competencies.
Some have approval for evaluating student’s
experiential work as well.

Fewer staff play major roles in advising
and helping students plan and
demonstrate competencies. Few will be
normally approved for evaluating
student’s work.

Governance and constitution recognized staff Governance and constitution recognized
and student roles in many policy areas.
are focused on faculty roles.
Faculty maintained primary academic
responsibility for curriculum.
CPCS assumed all rights and duties for a
freestanding
Instruction and evaluation in Writing and
Quantitative Reasoning were widespread
across the College (ended in 2006)

There is one required writing course,
probably aimed at outcome portfolio
preparation

Radical Higher Education:
Lots of variety but basic common goals and practices
Some are more prevalent than others at different times and places
1. MEANINGFUL ACCESS means: ALL ELSE STEMS FROM THIS.......
• access for students, faculty and staff and local communities across a wide set of
dimensions;
• affordable and available at workers’ times and at more than one central location
• access to more than traditional “academics” but also for partnerships in action and
research;
• democratic mandates for participatory practice in research and community service,
not just a “service mission” from the privileged to the underprivileged
• includes methods of teaching and evaluation that are responsive to the experiences of
students
2 CRITICAL CONTENT ACROSS ALL CURRICULUM means:
• offering wide variety of integrated approaches including both liberal arts, and
employment related fields
• a range of critiques of the existing social order and structures of knowledge, linked to
an international set of questions about how the world is organized and run: assuming
critical approach to economics, social structures and the prioritization of
demonstrated critical thinking,
• assumes a challenge to the disciplinary “canons” and an acknowledged linkage
between social/economic justice goals and educational purpose;
• assumes and rewards collective social action among students, faculty and staff as one
“natural’ response to critical analysis
• assumes little commitment to traditional academic disciplinary identifies rather
creates interdisciplinary expectations for new thinking and new structures for
engaging in intellectual inquiry, as well as commitment to “active learning”
• attention to race, culture, gender in content and teaching methods is presumed and
always relevant
3 ACCOUNTABILITY TO AND PARTNERSHIP with
• constituencies in communities surrounding the institution geographically and the
organizations representing them.
• Meaningful co-planning and engagement with outside constituencies where their
power is recognized and structurally respected
• also means working with grassroots and issue-related constituencies, not just
mainstream private and governmental organizations and “leadership”
• academics agree to share resources asymmetrically with community groups out of
recognition of differential institutional bases, build into grants and projects
4. DEMOCRATIC METHODS CONSTANTLY BEING DEVELOPED
• in teaching relationships,
• in evaluation methods

•

•
•

in structuring learning requirements in order to respond to differing class, cultural and
life stage experiences of students,
o i.e., little competitive “grading”, lectures, testing, more learning seminars,
writing and thinking assignments, more legitimate ways to demonstrate
knowledge and skills, more collective real world learning, less classroom
hierarchy, less stress on professionalist identities;
methods are always discussed and open to democratic processes of change
includes unionization and commitment to workplace democracy

5. MEANINGFUL RECOGNITION OF THE RANGE OF LEGITIMATE KNOWLEDGE
AND EXPERIENCE without competitive evaluations
• goal is for all learners to meet transparent standards with narrative descriptions of
what has been learned and what more could have been accomplished
• allows greater power for learners to challenge and affect curriculum and methods and
to have choice in a variety of aspects of the process.
• means valuing the recognition of learning outcomes without always taking time into
account, in both directions.
o If a student is able to demonstrate expected learning without instruction or in
the middle of a planned “course of study” this is acceptable.
o If a student takes more than the planned time to be ready for final evaluation
this is acceptable, although two-sided negotiation is always appropriate
• means commitment to support creative evaluation of learning gained from experience
– past or present
6. NORMALIZED INCLUSION OF “SERVICES” within academic activities
• support for students is an integrated part of the learning environment and process
• means recognition that “the whole person learns” and that there are many settings for
learning and teaching
• and that learning is fostered through relationships among students, faculty and staff
• especially sensitive to the needs of students with disabilities, assumes at best that all
are only “temporarily abled”
7. DEMOCRATIC GOVERNANCE PROCESSES
• assuring voice and power for students, staff and faculty over a wide range of
academic and community activities
8. RECOGNITION THAT ADULT LEARNING IS SPECIAL
• requires a wider range of teaching and evaluation methods
• assumes more self aware motivation along with great desire to learn
• may produce different types of results than radical pedagogy with younger people

NEOLIBERALISM -- Basic understandings
Neoliberalism has become such a broad term that it is almost useless as an
analytic or historical concept. It is usually associated with globalization of
capitalism that occurred with the decline and end of the Cold War. I use it
here as a general approach to society that builds upon the assumption that
unhindered private market forces work best for the good of everyone
everywhere. The role of the state is not to interfere with the workings of the
market via extensive domestic social programs, but rather, when called
upon, to help foster the re-establishment of the private sector in formerly
public arenas.. In order to function effectively in the global neoliberal
economy, most modern states need to divest themselves of many “overly
generous” public social programs that are seen as blocking citizens and
communities from being able to compete effectively in the modern economy
In so-called “developing” countries neoliberalism meant imposed
agreements to cut social spending in order to receive favorable treatment
from the IMF or USAID, as well as global corporations. It also meant
reframing of educational programs at all levels across the world so that the
logic of global capitalism is accepted as the norm for all states and, with the
collapse Soviet-style command economies.
The major ways in which neoliberalism affects higher education in the US,
and elsewhere, are seen by most theorists as acknowledged and
unacknowledged pressures to
• privatize higher education by direct disinvestment in public higher
education so that costs to students are market driven, and public
granting is highly competitive;
• foster “academic capitalism” by rewarding the development of
management principles and practices to all aspects of administration
and funding of higher education; and
• create global standards of excellence that will allow students and
faculty in institutions of higher education around the world to interact
without barriers to easy movement across national borders
• stop investment and support for academic programs that are seen as
undermining the creation of human capital and as raising of social
expectations for global order different from that articulated by
capitalism.

The literature on neoliberalism is extensive, and the attention to higher
education in a neoliberal context is growing. A few basic sources of
particular interest to my work are:
Chomsky, N.(1998). Profit over People: Neoliberalism and global order.
London: Seven Stories Press.
Giroux, H.(2004). The Terror of Neoliberalism: Cultural politics and the
promise of democracy. boulder CO: Paradigm Publishers.
Harvey, D. (2005). A Brief History of neoliberalism. New York: Oxford
University Press.
Levidow, L. (2005) neoliberal agendas for higher education. In
Neoliberalism: A Critical Reader,(pp.156-165), edited by Saad-Filho &
D.Johnston, Ann Arbor MI: Pluto Press.
Slaughter, S. & Rhoades, G. (2004). Academic Capitalism and the New
Economy: Markets, State and Higher Education. Baltimore MD: Johns
Hopkins University Press.
I want to acknowledge especially the fine summary article by David
Saunders of the University of Massachusetts Amherst, Journal of College
and Character, vol. VIII, No 5, July 2007 (pages 1-9)

POSSIBLE EXERCISE
Facing Up to the Opposition:
Tactics and Strategies for Staying in the Struggle, Finding Allies, and
Documenting our Work as Radical Experiential Educators
Ann Withorn, Workshop Leader and Facilitator
In this participatory experiential workshop, participants will introduce ourselves by
sharing stories about times when we faced opposition to our work as experiential
educators. Together, we will then critically consider how we might find new or more
effective tactics and strategies for facing them, collectively and as individuals.
For the last half of the workshop, we will consider these alternative tactics and strategies
of response. This part will be especially interactive, allowing participants to bring
dramatic re-creations and audience engagement into the process of figuring out how to
stay in the struggle, or, if forced to retreat, how to be sure our side of the story gets told,
and the full nature of the conflict is understood by ourselves and others.
At worst, this experience should help us avoid departing in shame from our
practice -- with no way to justify what we were trying to do or defend what we
did.
At best, it will help those of us still in the struggle to keep going by devising new
strategies and tactics, and finding new allies.
To help us think and plan, Ann will bring a set of materials drawn from her 30+ years as
a Radical Educator at the College of Public and Community Service, University of
Massachusetts Boston. Her own College has now been thoroughly "normalized" , but she
hopes to help others avoid such a fate, or at least handle it better.
Each participant should be prepared to summarize for yourself:
The Context: What about your program made it problematic in the eyes of
"educational realists". What were the external pressures for "tightening up"? How
self conscious were you and your colleagues about this situation?
How open and long standing were the tensions?
What were recent changes?
changes it your program's situation?
changes in the larger institution?
money
leadership ideology
how open and aware of the problem has your program been about the problem?
traditional patterns and style of talking about it?
The Conflict: What were some signs of "your problem?" from the oppositions'
perspective?
how long has the problem gone on, since the beginning of your program? or
based on some "external" event"?
How did people in your program -- faculty, students, staff, alumni -- view this
opposition, and your prospects?

Think about the trajectory from where you went from being alternative and still
an asset, to where you became more of "a problem": how long did this take, how
did you begin to understand what was happening? what were your internal
differences?
Examples help...
The Current Situation -What are specific examples of how it plays itself out?
Who were the people, and their roles, who are key actors? what is there
relevant power? how do you know their positions/goals?
your history/relationships to them?
Try to rank each of the relevant actors in terms of your sense of how open
they are to listening and dialogue: scale of 1 to 5?
On-going lessons learned, and your reactions to them"
Have you won? lost? are you still in the middle of it all? What specific event
suggest progress or defeat?
Does this kind of analysis help? Or just depress you?

